
 

 

MIXED DRINKS  
ZEAL BOULEVARDIER 1.20 crystal orbs 

Double rye whiskey, distilled dawn, citrus liqueur, served with a twist of orange. A perfect drink for 
making an impression, our mixologist fashion this drink to slowly transfer the sunny glow from the 
drink to the imbiber’s eyes. The effect generally lasts for half an hour, check with bartender for 
details. 

AVIATION 1.20 crystal orbs 

Locally-sourced Indigo Fields Gin, cherry syrup, fresh lemon juice, and extract of violet. Served in 
our proprietary “aviation glasses” which levitate the ice cubes to better control the cooling effect 
and flavor. 

CORPSE REVIVER #2 1.10 crystal orbs 

Orange liqueur, crushed herbs, dry vermouth, and a shard of exhilaration for stirring into the drink 
at your preferred pace. If you’ve tried Zero’s previous version of this drink, you’ll love this new and 
improved recipe. 

THE GENTLEMAN 1.00 crystal orbs 

South Mills bourbon, elderflower liqueur, and fresh lemon juice served on the rocks with a rimmed 
with seaspun sugar crystals. Rumored to be the favorite drink of Mr. “Dark-Eyed” Manfred and who 
are we to doubt rumor? 

APRICOT AMOR 1.30 crystal orbs 

Rye whiskey, mango liqueur, sapphire apricot jam, and fresh orange juice. The final step of this 
drink involves shaking it with ice in a love-lined shaker. You’ll find yourself feeling very amorous 
after this cocktail, and the jam imported from the Blue Sun has the added effect of making you see 
those around you bearing the faces of your loved ones. Zero’s Bar has no responsibility for any 
incidents that happen under the influence of apricot amor. 

MANGO MEMETIC 1.00 crystal orbs 

Orange liqueur, mango liqueur, fresh orange juice, and a whispered secret. Our bartender speaks a 
secret message into each drink, just for you. Sending messages to other patrons costs an extra 50 
glass orbs. 

WITCHPUCKER 1.10 crystal orbs 

Serpent Lake tequila, orange liqueur, lime cordial, and fresh lemon juice. A tart and refreshing 
cocktail for session drinking and, thanks to the imported tequila, constantly changing shape. 

  



 

 

NOT A SHADOW MANHATTAN 1.30 crystal orbs 

If you’ve been to Shadow you might remember this drink of bourbon, vermouth, and bitters. Like 
everything from that lie, it probably seems disgusting now but this proprietary recipe tastes just 
like what you want a Manhattan to be like… Just seriously don’t ask how Zero does it. 

RASPBERRY LEMON SINGULARITY 1.00 crystal orbs 

Raspberry-infused liquor, blackberry cordial, fresh lemon juice, simple syrup, a collapsed star. Zero 
imports fallen stars from a corner of the Gold Sun and their cold energy makes these fruity glasses 
ice cold deliciousness.  

RASPBERRY MARGARITA 1.30 crystal orbs 

Silverheart tequila from Zabrinica, orange liqueur, raspberry liqueur, fresh lime juice, simple syrup, 
a twist of inspiration. Classic and simple but with a delicious fruit finish, the twist of rind on the rim 
is perfect for when you’re stuck on a problem. 

RUBY SANGRIA 1.00 crystal orbs 

A mixture of clear alcohol and dark wine from the Red Sun, plus orange liqueur and fresh lemon 
juice for flavor. The Red vintage carries a punch so customers may experience some increased 
anger afterwards. Have fun with it. 

OUTBOUND 1.10 crystal orbs 

Silverheart tequila, Reska whiskey, mango liqueur, and fresh lime juice. A mixture of tequila from 
the Silver Sun and whiskey from the Gold Sun, this alcoholic alchemy is a constant rhythm of new 
and changing flavors. 

THE AVARANIS & THE ZEBRITH 1.20 crystal orbs 

Hotspice liquor, Oborroc green liquor, fresh lime juice, fresh basil. A mix of spicy and herbal liquors, 
this drink is both colored green and reminiscent of the Green Sun where the two namesakes can be 
found. Goes well with salads. 

  



 

 

BEERS  
DRAFT BEERS (500 glass orbs), by brewery 

 Eighth Hand (Fartown) – Soul From Heaven IPA, Gloaming Milk Stout 
 Pale Life (Catafalque, Pale) – Homefire Brown Ale 
 Derringham (The Fade) – Mental Reflection Pale Ale 
 Fallacy Brewing (Fartown) – Appeal to Emotion ESB, Burden of Proof Golden Ale, Loaded 

Question Pale Ale, Tu Quoque Barleywine 
 Monastery of Dhovorr (Rehay, Indigo) - Double Dry Hopped Ale #57, Black Ale #32, Imperial 

Stout #14 
 Metropolitan Acorn (Brickhouse District) – Flowing Road Pilsner, Ruq-Tann Weissbier 

INDIGO IMPORTS 

 Aesthete Select, Kembros-Tekk Brewers, The Silent City. 400 glass orbs 
 Broca (25 oz. tall bottle), Wernicke Brewing Company, Right Hemton. 400 glass orbs 
 Divagate, Coastline Brewing, Guragos. 300 glass orbs 
 Fyre Lite, Luciferase Company Breweers, City of Prukinje. 400 glass orbs 
 Syllepsis, Riveriver Brewers, Saytrine. 400 glass orbs 
 Symploce Light Beer, Riveriver Brewers, Satyrine. 400 glass orbs 

 

LAGERS 

 Nibiru Kolsch, Zeta Brews. 600 glass orbs 
 Stellarium, Aereki. 600 glass orbs 
 Summer Evening Lime, Cornerstone. 

500 glass orbs 
 Trepanner Pils. Deepwell. 500 glass orbs 

 

ALES 

 Antiquity White IPA, Librarian Brewery. 
500 glass orbs 

 By Degrees, Iridology. 600 glass orbs 
 Crane Wife IPA, Misty Glen. 500 glass orbs 
 Dawnbreak, River Xim Brew. 500 glass orbs 
 Epitaph Pale Ale, Rutherford. 

500 glass orbs 
 Grey Garden Bitters, Unity. 500 glass orbs 
 Lifetime Award, Oculus Brothers. 

500 glass orbs 
 New Wisdom, Iridology. 700 glass orbs 
 Towercote Pale Ale, Tev Abbias 

Bottleworks. 700 glass orbs 

CIDERS 

 Orgone Cider & Mint, Field Side Brewing. 
500 glass orbs 

 Palmist Cider, Palmist Brewing. 500 glass 
orbs 

 Porchside Peach Cider, Mollune 
Ciderworks. 600 glass orbs 
 

NON-ALCOHOLIC BEERS 

 Dark Pact, Non-Alcoholic Dark Amber. 500 
glass orbs 

 Featherfall, Sugar-free Ambrosia, 700 glass 
orbs 

 Probable Motive, Iridology, Non-Alcoholic 
Pilsner. 600 glass orbs  

 Queen’s Glass, Calm-Infused Seltzer. 700 
glass orbs 
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